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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we prove that if A and B are subsets of a finite abelian group G with
|A| + |B| = |G| + L(G), then |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 2, where L(G) = |{g : g ∈ G, 2g = 0}| and
A+ˆB = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B, a 6= b}. In addition, we give a complete description of the
subsets A and B of G such that |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) and A+ˆB 6= G. Our results generalize
the corresponding theorems of Gallardo et al. in cyclic group Z/nZ [L. Gallardo, G. Grekos,
L. Habsieger, et al., Restricted addition in Z/nZ and an application to the Erdös–Ginzburg–Ziv
problem, J. London Math. Soc. 65 (2) (2002) 513–523].
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be an abelian group. For two subsets A and B of G, the sumset and the restricted sumset of A and B are defined as
A+ B = {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, A+ˆB = {a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B, a 6= b},
respectively.We abbreviate 2A = A+A, 2∧A = A+ˆA, andwe use the standard notation |A| for the cardinality of a finite set A.
The sumset A+ B is well studied. For a survey of finite sumsets in additive number theory, see Nathanson [10]. Recently,
research on the restricted sumset A+ˆB has been done extensively. One may refer to [1–8,11,12]. Given any group G, Lev [8]
defined its doubling constant L = L(G) as the maximum number of pairwise distinct elements of G that share a common
doubling, and conjectured that |A+ˆB| ≥ |A| + |B| − (L+ 2) for any finite sets A, B ⊆ G such that A+ˆB 6= A+ B.
Let G be a finite abelian group, and let KG = {g : g ∈ G, 2g = 0}. It is known [4] that the number |G|+ |KG| is even. For a
finite abelian group Gwith KG 6= G, Chiaselotti [4] showed that, if A ⊆ G \ {0}with |A| ≥ (|G| + |KG|)/2+ 1, then 2∧A = G
and the lower bound of |A| is optimal. Using his method one can easily obtain that, if A and B are subsets of a finite abelian
group Gwith |A| + |B| > |G| + |KG|, then A+ˆB = G.
For a subset A of the cyclic group Z/nZ, Gallardo et al. [7] proved that |2∧A| ≥ n−2 if |A| = [n/2]+1, and gave a complete
description of the subsets A ⊆ Z/nZ such that |A| = [n/2] + 1 and 2∧A 6= Z/nZ .
It is clear that L(G) = |KG| for a finite abelian group G and L(Z/nZ) equals 1 or 2 according to whether n is odd or even.
Similarly to [7], we call an element x of (A + B) \ (A+ˆB) an A + B-exception. From this definition, we have x = 2a with
a ∈ A ∩ B.
In this paper, we generalize the results of Gallardo et al. to a finite abelian group G, and prove the following results.
Theorem 1. Let A and B be subsets of a finite abelian group G with |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G). Then |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 2.
Theorem 2. Let A and B be subsets of a finite abelian group G. Then |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) and |A+ˆB| = |G| − 2 if and only if
there exist two distinct elements a, b ∈ A ∩ B satisfying
(i) the order d of the subgroup H = 〈2(b− a)〉 generated by 2(b− a) is an odd integer greater than 1;
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(ii) there exists {x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , xm} ⊆ G \ (KG + H), where m = 12 (|G|/d − |KG|) and 0 ≤ k, l ≤ m, such
that
G \ (KG + H) =
m⋃
i=1
((a+ xi + H) ∪ (a− xi + H)); (1)
A = a+ [({0, b− a, 3(b− a), . . . , (d− 2)(b− a)} + KG) ∪ ({x1, . . . , xk,±xk+1, . . . ,±xl} + H)];
B = a+ [({0, b− a, 3(b− a), . . . , (d− 2)(b− a)} + KG) ∪ ({x1, . . . , xk,±xl+1, . . . ,±xm} + H)].
Theorem1 shows that Lev’s conjecturementioned above is truewhenG is a finite abelian group and |A|+|B| = |G|+L(G).
Theorem 2 together with Corollary 3 below gives a complete description of the subsets A and B of a finite abelian group G
such that |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) and A+ˆB 6= G. From Theorems 1 and 2, we have the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then
(a) if |G| = 2s(s ≥ 1) and A, B are subsets of G with |A| + |B| ≥ |G| + L(G), then |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 1;
(b) if |G| 6= 2s for any s ≥ 0, then there exist two subsets A and B of G such that |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) and |A+ˆB| = |G| − 2.
Corollary 2. Let p ≥ 3 be a prime number, and A, B be subsets of Z/pZ such that |A| + |B| = p+ 1 and |A+ˆB| = p− 2. Then
there exist c ∈ A ∩ B and q ∈ Z/pZ such that
A = B = {c + jq : j = 0, 1, . . . , (p− 1)/2}.
2. Proofs
For subsets A and B of a finite abelian group G, it is well known (see [9]) that if |A| + |B| > |G| then A+ B = G. We first
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let A and B be subsets of a finite abelian group G with |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G), and let 2a be an A+ B-exception. Then
(i) a+ KG ⊆ A ∩ B;
(ii) for any x ∈ G \ KG,
|A ∩ {a+ x, a− x}| + |B ∩ {a+ x, a− x}| = 2. (2)
In particular, if a+ x 6∈ A ∪ B, then a− x ∈ A ∩ B; if a+ x ∈ A ∩ B and x ∈ G \ KG, then a− x 6∈ A ∪ B.
Proof. For any y ∈ G \ KG, we have 2y 6= 0. It follows that a+ y 6= a− y and
G \ (a+ KG) = (a+ G) \ (a+ KG) =
⋃
y∈G\KG
{a+ y, a− y}.
Write t = (|G| − |KG|)/2. Since |G| + |KG| is even, we have t ∈ N. Clearly, the two pairs {a + y, a − y}, {a + z, a − z} with
y, z ∈ G\KG either coincide or are disjoint. Hence, for any x ∈ G\KG, we can take {y1, y2, . . . , yt} ⊆ G\KG such that y1 = x,
{a+ yi, a− yi}(i = 1, 2, . . . , t) are pairwise disjoint and
G \ (a+ KG) =
t⋃
i=1
{a+ yi, a− yi}.
Since 2a is an A+ B-exception, it follows that, for i = 1, 2, . . . , t ,




|A ∩ {a+ yi, a− yi}| +
t∑
i=1
|B ∩ {a+ yi, a− yi}| ≤ 2t.
Namely,
|A ∩ (G \ (a+ KG))| + |B ∩ (G \ (a+ KG))| ≤ |G| − |KG|.
Combining this fact and |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G), we have
|A ∩ (a+ KG)| + |B ∩ (a+ KG)| ≥ 2|KG|.
Therefore a+ KG ⊆ A ∩ B, and for i = 1, 2, . . . , t ,
|A ∩ {a+ yi, a− yi}| + |B ∩ {a+ yi, a− yi}| = 2.
In particular, (2) holds.
If a + x 6∈ A ∪ B, since a + KG ⊆ A ∩ B, it follows that x 6∈ KG. From (2) we have a − x ∈ A ∩ B. If a + x ∈ A ∩ B and
x ∈ G \ KG, from (2) we have a− x 6∈ A ∪ B. This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
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The following Corollary 3 follows from Lemma 1 and its proof immediately.
Corollary 3. Let A, B be subsets of a finite abelian group G with |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G), and let 2a be an A+ B-exception. Write
t = (|G| − |KG|)/2. Then there exists {x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , xt} ⊆ G \ KG such that
G \ (KG + a) =
t⋃
i=1
{a+ xi, a− xi};
A = a+ (KG ∪ {x1, . . . , xk,±xk+1, . . . ,±xl});
B = a+ (KG ∪ {x1, . . . , xk,±xl+1, . . . ,±xt}).
Proof of Theorem 1. Since |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) > |G|, it follows that A + B = G. If KG = G, then A+ˆB = G \ {0}. Hence
|A+ˆB| = |G| − 1. Now we suppose KG 6= G.
Assume that there are at least three distinct A + B-exceptions. Since |A+ˆB| is invariant by a translation of A and B, we
may freely assume that 0, 2a, 2b are three distinct A+ B-exceptions. Hence 0, a, b ∈ A ∩ B, 2a 6∈ A ∪ B and 2b 6∈ A ∪ B.
We claim that 2a − 2b ∈ A ∩ B and 2b − 2a ∈ A ∩ B. Indeed, let r = 2a − b, then b + r = 2a 6∈ A ∪ B. Since 2b is an
A+ B-exception, it follows from Lemma 1 that 2b− 2a = b− r ∈ A ∩ B. By symmetry, we have that 2a− 2b ∈ A ∩ B.
Since 0 is an A + B-exception and 0 = (2a − 2b) + (2b − 2a), we get 2a − 2b = 2b − 2a. Thus 2(2a − 2b) = 0. Let
k = 2a− 2b. Then k 6= 0 and k ∈ KG. By Lemma 1 we have b+ k ∈ A ∩ B, and so 2a = b+ (b+ k) ∈ A+ˆB, a contradiction.
From the above arguments, there are at most two distinct A+ B-exceptions, namely |A+ˆB| ≥ |G|−2. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that |A|+|B| = |G|+L(G) and |A+ˆB| = |G|−2. Then there exist two distinct A+B-exceptions,
say 2a and 2b, for some a, b ∈ A ∩ B. Since |A+ˆB| is invariant by a translation of A and B, we may freely assume that a = 0.
Then 2b 6= 0 and H = 〈2(b− a)〉 = 〈2b〉. Let d be the order of the subgroup H .
We first show that d is odd. Suppose, on the contrary, that d is even. Then 2(2k+ 1)b 6= 0 for any k = 0, 1, . . . , d/2, and
so (2k+ 1)b ∈ G \ KG. Since 0 is an A+ B-exception and b ∈ A ∩ B, by Lemma 1 we have that b− 2b = −b 6∈ A ∪ B. Since
2b is an A+ B-exception, by Lemma 1 again, we get 3b = b+ 2b ∈ A∩ B. By a straightforward induction, we can show that
(2k + 1)b ∈ A ∩ B for any k = 0, 1, . . . , d/2. Indeed, suppose that (2k + 1)b ∈ A ∩ B for some 0 ≤ k < d/2. Since 0 is an
A+ B-exception, by Lemma 1 we have
b− 2(k+ 1)b = −(2k+ 1)b 6∈ A ∪ B.
Since 2b is an A+ B-exception, it follows from Lemma 1 that
[2(k+ 1)+ 1]b = b+ 2(k+ 1)b ∈ A ∩ B.
Since 0 is an A+ B-exception, by 0 = [2(d/2− 1)+ 1]b+ [2(d/2)+ 1]b, we have
[2(d/2− 1)+ 1]b = [2(d/2)+ 1]b,
and so 2b = 0, a contradiction. Thus d is odd. That is to say that (i) holds.
Now we show that (ii) holds. Since d is odd, it follows that 2ib + KG 6= 2jb + KG for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ d − 1. Combining this
fact and




we have |H + KG| = d|KG|. Denote byΩ the sumset {b, 3b, . . . , (d− 2)b} + KG. Since the order of 2b is d, then 2db = 0. It
follows that db ∈ KG, and so db+ KG = KG. This implies that
H + KG =
d−1⋃
i=0
(2ib+ KG) = KG ∪Ω ∪ (−Ω).
We claim that A ∩ (KG + H) = KG ∪Ω and B ∩ (KG + H) = KG ∪Ω . Indeed, since 2b is an A+ B-exception, by Lemma 1
we have b + z ∈ A ∩ B for any z ∈ KG. Since 0 is an A + B-exception and b + z 6∈ KG, it follows from Lemma 1 that
b− (2b+ z) = −(b+ z) 6∈ A ∪ B. By Lemma 1, we have 3b+ z = b+ (2b+ z) ∈ A ∩ B. By induction as above, we obtain
similarly that (2k+1)b+z ∈ A∩B for any 0 ≤ k ≤ (d−1)/2 and z ∈ KG. Thus KG∪Ω ⊆ A∩B. Since 0 is an A+B-exception,
by Lemma 1 again we get−Ω ⊆ G \ (A ∪ B). Thus A ∩ (KG + H) = KG ∪Ω and B ∩ (KG + H) = KG ∪Ω .
Let x ∈ G \ (KG + H). Then x + H ⊆ G \ (KG + H). Now we show that if x ∈ A ∩ (G \ (KG + H)), then x + H ⊆ A; if
x ∈ B ∩ (G \ (KG + H)), then x + H ⊆ B. Since H = 〈2b〉, it is enough to show that x − 2b ∈ A and x − 2b ∈ B. For any
x ∈ A ∩ (G \ (KG + H)), if 2b − x ∈ B, by 2b = x + (2b − x), we get x = 2b − x, namely 2(x − b) = 0. This implies that
x ∈ b + KG. Since b + KG ⊆ Ω ⊆ KG + H , it follows that x ∈ KG + H , a contradiction. Hence 2b − x 6∈ B. Since 0 is an
A+ B-exception, by Lemma 1 we have 2b− x 6∈ KG and
|A ∩ {2b− x, x− 2b}| + |B ∩ {2b− x, x− 2b}| = 2.
This implies that x− 2b ∈ A. For any x ∈ B ∩ (G \ (KG + H)), we have similarly x− 2b ∈ B.
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By the above arguments we have both A ∩ (G \ (KG + H)) and B ∩ (G \ (KG + H)) are the union of some H-cosets. Let
m = 12 (|G|/d− |KG|). Since |G| + |KG| is even and d is odd, it follows thatm ∈ N, and so
|G \ (KG + H)| = |G| − d|KG| = 2md. (3)
Therefore G \ (KG + H) is the union of 2mH-cosets, and
|A ∩ (G \ (KG + H))| + |B ∩ (G \ (KG + H))| = |A| − |A ∩ (KG + H)| + |B| − |B ∩ (KG + H)|
= |A| + |B| − 2|KG ∪Ω|
= |G| + |KG| − 2
(
|KG| + d− 12 |KG|
)
= |G| − d|KG| = |G \ (KG + H)| = 2md. (4)
For any x ∈ G \ (KG+H), we have that−x ∈ G \ (KG+H) and x+H 6= −x+H . Indeed, if x+H = −x+H , then 2x ∈ H .
It follows from H = 〈2b〉 that 2x = 2kb for some k ∈ N. This implies that x ∈ kb + KG. From the above, we have that d is
odd and db+ KG = KG, and so x ∈ KG + H , a contradiction. From (3), (4) and the fact that 0 is an A+ B-exception, similarly
to the proof of Lemma 1 we have that either one of x+ H and−x+ H is contained in both A and B or one of A and B contain
both x+ H and−x+ H . This implies that there exists
{x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , xm} ⊆ G \ (KG + H), 0 ≤ k, l ≤ m
such that
G \ (KG + H) =
m⋃
i=1
((xi + H) ∪ (−xi + H));
A ∩ (G \ (KG + H)) = {x1, . . . , xk,±xk+1, . . . ,±xl} + H;
B ∩ (G \ (KG + H)) = {x1, . . . , xk,±xl+1, . . . ,±xm} + H.
Namely, (ii) holds.
Conversely, suppose that there exist two distinct elements a, b ∈ A ∩ B satisfying (i) and (ii). Without loss of generality,
we may assume a = 0. Then H = 〈2b〉, 2b 6= 0, and db+ KG = KG.
Since d is odd, we can prove as above that |KG+H| = d|KG|, and KG, (2k−1)b+KG(k = 1, 2, . . . , (d−1)/2) are pairwise
disjoint. Since
|G \ (KG + H)| = |G| − |KG + H| = |G| − d|KG|,
by m = 12 (|G|/d − |KG|) and (1), we have xi + H 6= −xi + H and {xi + H,−xi + H}(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) are pairwise disjoint.
From these facts and (ii), we obtain





|KG| + [2k+ 2(l− k)+ 2(m− l)]|H| = |G| + |KG|.
By Theorem 1, we have |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 2.
Let
L = {0, b, 3b, . . . , (d− 2)b} + KG;
M = {x1, . . . , xk,±xk+1, . . . ,±xl} + H;
N = {x1, . . . , xk,±xl+1, . . . ,±xm} + H.
Then A = L ∪M, B = L ∪ N and
A+ˆB = (L+ˆL) ∪ (L+M) ∪ (L+ N) ∪ (M+ˆN).
It follows from the definition of KG that KG+ˆKG = KG \ {0}. By direct computation, we get L+ˆL = (KG + H) \ {0, 2b}. Since
xi 6∈ KG + H for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, it follows that both L+M and L+ N are the union of some (KG + H)-cosets, none of which
is KG + H . Hence neither L + M nor L + N contains 0 and 2b. Since |H| = d > 1 is odd, it follows that H+ˆH = H . For
i = 1, . . . ,m, by the structure ofM and N , it is easy to see that xi + H ⊆ M implies (−xi + H)∩ N = ∅; xi + H ⊆ N implies
(−xi + H) ∩M = ∅. It follows thatM+ˆN is the union of some H-cosets, none of which is H . Hence 0, 2b 6∈ M+ˆN . Thus we
have A+ˆB = G \ {0, 2b}. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Corollary 1. (a) When |A| + |B| > |G| + L(G), from the introduction of this paper, we have A+ˆB = G. In the case
when |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G), from Theorem 1 we have |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 2. If |A+ˆB| = |G| − 2, by Theorem 2 we may get a
subgroup H of G such that |H| is odd. This contradicts |G| = 2s(s ≥ 1). Hence |A+ˆB| ≥ |G| − 1.
(b) Let a = 0, and let p be an odd prime factor of |G|. By Sylow’s Theorem, there exists a subgroup of G of order p, say
H = 〈2b〉, for some b ∈ G. Similarly to the proof of Theorem2,we get |KG+H| = p|KG| and x+H 6= −x+H for x ∈ G\KG+H .
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Letm = 12 (|G|/p− |KG|). Then we have G \ (KG+H) is the union of 2mH-cosets. Take {x1, x2, . . . , xm} ⊆ G \ (KG+H) such
that {xi + H,−xi + H}(i = 1, 2, . . . ,m) are pairwise disjoint and
G \ (KG + H) =
m⋃
i=1
((xi + H) ∪ (−xi + H)).
For any 0 ≤ k, l ≤ m, let
A = ({0, b, 3b, . . . , (p− 2)b} + KG) ∪ ({x1, . . . , xk,±xk+1, . . . ,±xl} + H);
B = ({0, b, 3b, . . . , (p− 2)b} + KG) ∪ ({x1, . . . , xk,±xl+1, . . . ,±xm} + H).
By Theorem 2 we obtain |A| + |B| = |G| + L(G) and A+ˆB = G \ {0, 2b}. This completes the proof of Corollary 1. 
Proof of Corollary 2. We denote again by 0 and 2b the two A+ B-exceptions. By Theorem 2 we have d = p, KG = {0} and
A = B = {0, b, 3b, . . . , (p− 2)b}.
By putting c = b and q = 2b, Corollary 2 follows. 
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